
How To Play 

This game is 5x4 slot game with 40 lines and a RESPINS and FREE SPINS bonus. The RESPINS bonus is 

triggered when 1 or 2 SCATTER symbols appear on any of the reels during the base game. The FREE SPINS 

bonus is triggered when 3 or more SCATTER symbols appear. 

RESPINS 

If 1 or 2 FREE SPINS symbols are visible, a respin is awarded for each of the symbols in view. 

During the respin, a random symbol is selected and if any of these symbols are visible once a respin has 

occurred, the symbol will expand to fill the reel if it would result in a prize. 

Any line wins present from the triggering spin are paid before the symbol expands. Prizes 

are paid according to the game rules. 

WILD 

The WILD symbol substitutes for all symbols except the BONUS symbol. 

WILD does not substitute as the SPECIAL SYMBOL(s) during the BONUS. 

FREE SPINS BONUS 

The FREE SPINS bonus is triggered when 3 or more BONUS symbols appear scattered in view. You 

are awarded 10, 15, or 20 FREE SPINS for triggering with 3, 4 or 5 symbols respectively. 

When the FREE SPINS bonus begins, a SPECIAL SYMBOL is shown which corresponds to the number of 

symbols which triggered the BONUS. 

The 10, J or Q symbol is chosen for triggering with 3, 4 or 5 symbols respectively. 

After each FREE SPIN, if the SPECIAL SYMBOL is visible on the reels, a counter is incremented. Once TEN 

SPECIAL SYMBOLS are collected on the counter, 10 additional FREE SPINS are awarded. 

The counter is then reset to ZERO, and the SPECIAL SYMBOL becomes the next symbol in the pay table. 

For all subsequent FREE SPINS, symbols of a lower value than the SPECIAL SYMBOL are removed 

from the reels. 

If the SPECIAL SYMBOL is the “A” symbol, and ten SPECIAL SYMBOLS are collected, then a random symbol 

is selected. This symbol is now SPECIAL and if this symbol appears after each Free Spin, the symbol will 

EXPAND to fill the reel. 

Once at this stage in the FREE SPINS BONUS, it is not possible to retrigger FREE SPINS. 

BUY PASS 
 

You can choose to play the FREE SPINS by pressing the BUY PASS™ button. This function may not be 

available due to the jurisdiction in which you are located. 

The cost of the BUY PASS™ is displayed on screen. Press CONFIRM to begin the game. 

The reels will spin to a position containing at least 3 BONUS symbols, and the FREE SPINS BONUS 

will begin. 

 

LEGAL NOTICE 

 
Any combination of wins in a single game is limited and will not exceed 250,000 $. It may not be possible 

to reach this limit in a single game from every bet configuration. 

 

Malfunction voids all plays and pays. 

 

The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table available on the game interface. 

 

Any game in progress for more than 24 hours will be cancelled, and the corresponding bet will be 

refunded. 


